
 

 
   

 

 

Jan Wagner to Receive  
Georg Büchner Prize 2017  

  

 

 

 
 

 

Dear Friends and Colleagues, 

 

it is with the uttermost pleasure that we share the good news with you: Jan Wagner will 

receive Germany's most pretigious literary award, the Georg Büchner Prize 2017.  

 

From the jury's announcement: »Jan Wagner's Poems connect the playful celebration of language and 

the virtuos mastering of form, musical sensuality and intellectuel concision. Though they originate 

from the dialogue with mayor poetic traditions, they are completely contemporary. Natural phenoma 

as well as pieces of art, subjects of life as well as world history, first questions and last things are part 

of that reality which his poems make accesible. From curious, sensitive explorations of the small and 

unique, with a sense for hidden connections and inexhaustible phantasy his poems let moments 

emerge in which the world shows itself as if seen for the very first time. For his poetic art and language 

that sharpens our senses as well as our thoughts the German Academy for Language and Literature 

honors Jan Wagner with the Georg Büchner Prize 2017.«  

 
  

 

 

 

  

 
The Georg Büchner Prize is the most important literary prize for the German language. It is awarded 

annually for authors "writing in the German language who have notably emerged through their oeuvre as 

essential contributors to the shaping of contemporary German cultural life". Among many other notable 

voices former recipients include Günther Grass, Heinrich Böll, Elias Canetti, and Elfriede Jelinek.  

 
  

 

 

https://www.deutscheakademie.de/de/akademie/presse/2017-06-20/georg-buechner-preis-an-jan-wagner
https://www.deutscheakademie.de/de/akademie/presse/2017-06-20/georg-buechner-preis-an-jan-wagner
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Literary_prize
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/German_language
http://www.hanser-literaturverlage.de/


 

  

 

SELF-POTRAIT WITH A SWARM OF BEES (2016) 

 
Until today, Hanser has sold almost fifty-thousand copies, 

including Jan Wagner`s most recent volume of poetry 

SELFPORTRAIT WITH A SWARM OF BEES. There are very few 

poets who can boast as many prizes or as many readers.  

 

Anthology as self-portrait: Jan Wagner offers us the best of fifteen 

years of poetic creativity, presenting himself as a virtuoso poet and 

master raconteur, a visionary player and a global explorer who has 

retained his childlike curiosity about the world. 

 

  

  

 

VARIATIONS ON A RAIN BARREL (2014) 

 
In VARIATIONS ON ARAIN BARREL, Jan Wagner takes poetic 

measure of our natural environment with scientific precision. Time 

and again, we can’t help but marvel at the way this poet manages to 

conjure up compact images that speak entire volumes within a few 

lines, so that things long-forgotten or never previously seen stand 

vivid and sharp before our eyes.  

While you will find his poetry translated in numerous anthologies, 

foreign rights sales include Sweden (Rámus) and the 

Netherlands (Podium).  

         The volume won the Leipzig Book Fair Prize 2015. 

 

  

  

 

THE CLOSED SPACE.  

INCIDENTAL PROSE (2017) 

 
Whether he writes about libraries, bookstores, poetry or art, whether 

he sends literary postcards from Rome or Los Angeles or celebrates 

the epiphany of rosemary in a Swabian Garden, we believe everything 

Jan Wagner tells us. Each of his texts is marked by an infectious 

enthusiasm for the world of language.  

 

THE CLOSED SPACE leaves you admiring Wagner's rhetorical 

dexterity with which he pulls surprising anecdotes from his sleeve 

and marvelling at his findings on explorations of epochs and 

continents. 

 

  

 

https://www.hanser-literaturverlage.de/en/autor/jan-wagner/
https://www.hanser-literaturverlage.de/en/buch/self-portrait-with-a-swarm-of-bees/978-3-446-25075-8/
https://www.hanser-literaturverlage.de/en/autor/jan-wagner/
https://www.hanser-literaturverlage.de/en/buch/the-closed-space/978-3-446-25475-6/
https://www.hanser-literaturverlage.de/en/buch/the-closed-space/978-3-446-25475-6/
https://www.hanser-literaturverlage.de/en/buch/the-closed-space/978-3-446-25475-6/
https://www.hanser-literaturverlage.de/en/buch/the-closed-space/978-3-446-25475-6/


  

 

OWL-HATERS IN HALF-TIMBERED BARNS. 

THE THREE CONCEALED ONES (2012) 

 
 

A year in Rome and Jan Wagner has come up with a threefold alter 

ego, a trio of profligate poets – Philip Miller, Theodor Vischhaupt 

and Anton Brant – who effortlessly pen elegies in his name, by turns 

allowing themselves to be laced into the corset of anagrammatic 

verse or wallowing in the earthy language of the farmer with 

sensuous relish. OWL-HATERS IN HALF-TIMBERED BARNS 

thereby results in a glorious game featuring the discovery of three 

poets whose work should not be lightly cast aside. 

 

    

 

https://www.hanser-literaturverlage.de/en/autor/jan-wagner/
https://www.hanser-literaturverlage.de/en/buch/owl-haters-in-half-timbered-barns/978-3-446-24030-8/
https://www.hanser-literaturverlage.de/en/buch/owl-haters-in-half-timbered-barns/978-3-446-24030-8/

